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Abstract— Emerging 5G millimeter-wave (mm-wave) networks
use electronic beamforming and beamsteering and support signal
bandwidths on the order of hundreds of MHz. Given these
characteristics, opportunities exist to develop 3-D sensing applications that leverage 5G mm-wave communications infrastructure.
In this context, this work introduces a signal processing pipeline
that can: 1) accurately extract the Time of Flight (ToF) of
reflected orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
communications signals and 2) enhance range resolution by
coherently aggregating the reflection information from separate
frequency bands. In combination with precise beamsteering,
the proposed signal processing techniques enable high-resolution
3-D radar imaging without affecting communications protocols.
An experimental system demonstrating this concept has been
implemented and is described. This system consists of two
software-defined phased array radios (SDPARs), one configured as a prototype 5G base station TX, and one as an
auxiliary prototype 5G RX. Each SDPAR primarily consists
of a Si-based 28-GHz, 64-element, phased array transceiver
module and software-defined radio. Simulation and benchmark
results show that our coherent bandwidth stitching enables accurate OFDM-based ranging with 15-cm resolution. Measurement
results show 3-D radar images of indoor scenes with 2◦ angular
and 15-cm ranging resolution, created by processing reflected
5G-like communication waveforms at 28 GHz. The produced
3-D radar images effectively depict the location of objects in the
scene, and these locations are in close agreement with the ground
truth.
Index Terms— Bistatic radar, 5G, frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW), imaging systems, imaging, millimeter-wave
(mm-wave), orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
radar, OFDM, passive bistatic radar, phased array radar, phased
array, radar subsystem, radar, radars and communications systems, simultaneous communications and radar, software radios,
software-defined phased array radio (SDPAR), 3-D sensing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

E

MERGING 5G networks use wide-bandwidth and directional wireless communication in the millimeter-wave
(mm-wave) spectrum. Such a network blueprint not only
enables high-speed data links but also has strong potential for
supporting sensing applications. Hundreds of MHz of available
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Fig. 1. Use case for 3-D imaging based on environmental reflections of 5G
communications waveforms.

5G bandwidth can enable high range-resolution accuracy when
employed for time-of-flight (ToF) measurement. In addition,
fast beamsteering enables scene illumination and sensing in a
specific set of directions. Given the expected widespread and
dense deployment of mm-wave 5G technologies, introducing
3-D sensing capabilities to 5G base stations opens a plethora
of urban-sensing application possibilities. For example, during
every beam search scan, a 3-D radar image of the environment
could be created, providing information such as traffic conditions, the presence of a scene anomaly (e.g., a fallen tree),
or the presence of a drone. Ideally, such applications would
be enabled without any modification to the hardware or the 5G
communication waveform. A key challenge for implementing
such an urban sensing vision is to enable 3-D radar functionality on top of 5G communication signals, at minimum cost,
while not altering the communication functions or affecting
the data throughput.
In this article, which is an expanded version of [1], we
present an overlay sensing system prototype that utilizes
reflected signals from directional 5G-like transmitted waveforms to extract 3-D radar information. An example use case
is shown in Fig. 1, where a 5G base station is transmitting
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) communication packets to mobile users by electronically steering
directional beams. The transmitted communication signals are
reflected by surrounding objects in the scene, such as cars,
buildings, and trees. An auxiliary receiver extracts the ToF
information for each reflection; using this information, the system can create a 3-D point-cloud image of the environment.
There have been several prior studies exploring joint radar
and communication functions [2], [3]. A relatively straightforward approach involves the use of a communications
device to transmit radar waveforms [4]–[6] and multiplex
the communication and radar waveforms, using schemes
such as time-division multiplexing [7], frequency-division
multiplexing [8], space-division multiplexing [9]–[11], and
code-division multiplexing [12], [13]. These approaches could
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allow the reuse of part of the 5G communications infrastructure for imaging. However, it requires adding radar hardware and multiplexing radar and communications functions
(in time/frequency/space/code), thereby increasing cost and
reducing network data throughput. Moreover, such approaches
would require the integration of new control functionality
in the base station, which might not be amenable to modifications. An alternative is to design waveforms and code
sequences that simultaneously perform communications and
radar functions. Prior works in this area leverage chirped
spread spectrum [14], [15], while others aim to design
coding techniques that have favorable correlation properties for both radar and communication [16]–[19]. Additional
prior works have attempted to embed information in frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar waveforms
[20]–[24] or phase modulated continuous wave (PMCW) radar
waveform [25]. Unfortunately, such waveforms entail tradeoffs
between radar performance and communication data throughput; consequently, they would not satisfy 5G protocols.
The direct application of communication signals for radar
functions has also been previously explored, with published
results indicating that OFDM waveforms are a promising
candidate [26]–[28]. Joint automotive radar and vehicular
communication using OFDM-based IEEE 802.11ad waveform
has also been studied [29]–[31]. However, these prior studies
do not address the practical challenges of an actual hardware
implementation (e.g., LO phase offsets and packet detection
delay) and suffer from low range resolution due to limited
channel bandwidth. Moreover, these prior publications either
present simulation-only results [26], [28] or narrow bandwidth
(93.1 MHz) and low-resolution (1.61 m) 1-D OFDM-based
ranging results using bulky benchtop components [27]. Passive
bistatic radar architectures that leverage an OFDM communications transmitter have also been widely studied [32]–[34].
This approach, however, requires capturing the broadcasted
communications signal on a direct path as a reference, which
might not be available in mm-wave 5G networks using highly
directional beams. In addition, these architectures are incapable of 3-D imaging through beamsteering.
The signal processing techniques and associated prototype
systems described in this work overcome the abovementioned
challenges. Frequency-band-stitching and phased array beamforming are used to obtain high-resolution 3-D images while
allowing OFDM-based communications to continue unaltered.
To enable this functionality, we use an auxiliary receiver (RX)
to monitor the reflected communications waveforms and
extract ranging information by computing the time delay
between the transmitted and received communications signals.
Our approach only adds auxiliary RX hardware elements to
the 5G base station; it does not require any modification or
altered control of the transmitter (TX) within the base station
or its waveforms.
In this work, the radar processing of the OFDM reflected
waveforms is based on the insight that OFDM waveforms present a frequency-domain dual of FMCW waveforms. By creating a digital-baseband frequency-domain dual
of the RF time-domain processing of FMCW waveforms,
as described in Section II, we create radar images from
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Fig. 2.
OFDM-based ranging intuition: subcarrier phase shifts on the
constellation plane and ranging using ToF phase shift slope information.

reflected OFDM waveforms. Moreover, once we synchronize
the phase information of different packets transmitted at
different times and in different frequency channels, we can
combine this data to leverage a larger effective bandwidth and
significantly improve the range resolution.
Contributions: The key contributions of this article are given
as follows.
1) We present an FFT-based ranging algorithm based on a
frequency-domain dual of FMCW radar and introduce
solutions to implementation challenges.
2) We introduce an approach to stitching ranging data from
multiple frequency channels to improve range resolution
by increasing the sensing bandwidth. Stitching multiple
channels allows the use of a complete GHz-wide 5G
band enabling cm-range resolution.
3) Using the abovementioned techniques and a state-ofthe-art 28-GHz software-defined phased array radio
(SDPAR), we demonstrate, for the first time, a prototype
system for 3-D-radar overlay sensing suitable for 5G
communications infrastructure and waveforms.
The proposed system is evaluated first through simulation,
where the super-resolved range profile is compared against
baselines that directly apply the OFDM ranging theory. Then,
the ranging accuracy and resolution of our system are further
validated with ToF estimation benchmarks. Finally, imaging
results from six indoor scenes are measured and compared
against ground-truth 3-D point clouds captured by depth
sensors. These results, as presented in detail in Section VI,
validate the performance.
II. T HEORY OF R ANGING U SING OFDM WAVEFORMS
In this section, we present a detailed theoretical analysis and
an intuitive explanation for ranging using OFDM communication signals. We also discuss a time–frequency duality between
FMCW radar and OFDM ranging and leverage it in the
development of an implementation pipeline for OFDM-based
radar processing.
A. OFDM-Based Ranging Intuition
An OFDM signal comprises multiple orthogonal subcarriers in frequency, which are modulated with parallel data
streams. As the signal propagates in the air, each subcarrier
experiences a phase shift, which is proportional to the ToF
and the subcarrier frequency. As an example, let us consider
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two scenarios corresponding to two objects, A and B, where
object B is farther from the base station than object A.
As shown in Fig. 2, ToF phase shifts proportional to frequency
are introduced for the different subcarriers in each scenario.
Moreover, the slope of the ToF phase shift versus subcarriers
is directly proportional to the distance to the reflecting object.
If we are able to extract the ToF phase shift slope versus the
subcarrier in each beam direction, we can estimate the distance
to the nearest reflector in that direction. Moreover, we can use
superposition to resolve multiple reflectors in a given direction,
as explained in Section II-D.
B. OFDM-Based Ranging Detailed Theory
For OFDM transmission, the frequency-domain symbols
encoded on the subcarriers are transformed to the time domain
using inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). Hence, the timedomain baseband OFDM signal with K subcarriers and a
subcarrier spacing of  f can be written as
m(t) =

K


Ak e j (2π k f t+ψk )

(1)

k=1

where Ak and ψk are the amplitude and phase of the
symbol on the kth subcarrier. We upconvert this baseband
OFDM packet to the passband frequency f c for transmission:
s(t) = m(t)e j 2π f c t .
As explained earlier, in the proposed imaging system,
a transmitter sends OFDM encoded communication data packets to receivers. The OFDM signal is also reflected by noncommunicating physical objects in the environment. We use
an imaging RX collocated with the TX to capture the reflected
signals. Assuming a reflector at distance R, the received packet
BB
(t) = αl s(t − τl ), where τl = (2R/c) is the
will be x RX
round-trip ToF and αl is the attenuation in the reflection
channel, including the reflectivity of the reflector. Recall the
following property of the Fourier transform: a time shift
causes a phase shift in the frequency domain. A time delay
in the propagation introduces a phase shift in the subcarriers,
which linearly increases with the subcarrier frequency, as seen
from the frequency-domain representation of the RX baseband
signal
BB
[k] =
X RX

 f τl k
− j 2π f c τl
A e j ψk · αl · e− j 2π
  · e   .
 k  
TX modulation

Gain

(2)

ToF phase slope ToF phase offset

If we extract the phase shifts along with subcarriers and measure the resulting slope, we can estimate the ToF τl and, hence,
the distance of the reflector from the base station. To do so,
we need to remove the symbol modulation on the subcarriers
through an elementwise division between the reflected and
transmitted symbols on each subcarrier, as shown in simulation
in [26]. We draw a parallel between this OFDM-based overlay
imaging technique and FMCW radar processing, as shown
in Fig. 3 and explained in Section II-C.
C. Time–Frequency Duality With FMCW Radar Waveform
Similar to the multicarrier OFDM waveform, the FMCW
radar waveform also spans a wide range of frequencies.
However, since it only has a single carrier, it sweeps the carrier
2
frequency over time: x(t) = e j 2π(β/2)t , as shown in Fig. 3(f),

Fig. 3. (a) OFDM symbol constellation plane. (b) TX and RX OFDM
subcarrier phases. (c) OFDM subcarrier phase shifts due to ToF. (d) OFDM
range profile. (e) FMCW samples on the complex plane. (f) TX and RX
FMCW carrier frequencies over time. (g) FMCW carrier phase shift over
time due to ToF. (h) FMCW range profile.

where β is the slope of the FMCW frequency ramp versus
time. The propagation delay also leads to a phase shift that
linearly increases with the carrier frequency and, hence, with
time
x(t − τl ) =

β 2

t
2πβτl t
2
αl · e− j
e j 2π
  · 
 ·

TX modulation

Gain

β

τ
2 l
e j 2π
 
2

. (3)

ToF phase slope ToF phase offset

In order to extract the phase of the third term that is proportional to the ToF (τl ), FMCW radar processing mixes the
RX chirp with the TX chirp as a reference signal. Through
this mixing operation, the TX chirp modulation is filtered and
removed. As a result, the beat frequency signal has a phase
shift along the time axis with a slope proportional to the ToF.
This property is shown in Fig. 3(g)
2πβτl t
x fmcw-mixed (t) = αl · e− j
 ·

Gain

β

2 τl
e j 2π
 
2

.

(4)

ToF phase slope ToF phase offset

The OFDM frequency symbol on the subcarriers can be
seen as a frequency dual to the time-domain FMCW signal.
If we restrict the OFDM frequency symbols to have a unit
amplitude (e.g., PSK), the OFDM constellation plane will have
a similar pattern as the complex plane of FMCW samples,
as shown in Fig. 3(a) and (e). Exploring this frequency–time
duality between (2) and (3), we propose to process the OFDM
waveform in the frequency domain similar to the way that
FMCW signals are processed in the time domain, thereby
extracting the ToF from the slope of the phase shift.
Considering the duality between the OFDM-based system
and FMCW radar, we introduce a reference signal in the
OFDM system corresponding to that used in an FMCW system
and use a division operation in the frequency domain to
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remove the TX modulation (Ak e j ψk ), as shown in Fig. 3(b)
BB
Ak e j ψk αl e− j 2π (k f )τl
X RX
[k]
=
M[k]
A k e j ψk
− j 2π ( f c +k f )τl
= αl e

.


H [k] =

(5)

Gain ToF linear phase shift

This is shown in Fig. 3(c), where the slope versus frequency
is now proportional to the ToF and free from TX modulation.
From here, it is straightforward to adopt FMCW radar processing based on an FFT to extract the range profile. In the OFDM
case, we perform an FFT on the channel frequency response
H [k], as shown in Fig. 3(d) [akin to performing an FFT on
the time-domain signal in FMCW, as shown in Fig. 3(h)]
ρ[u] = F{H [k]} = αl δ(u −  f τl )e− j 2π f c τl .

(6)

D. Extension to Multiple Reflectors & 3-D Imaging
The principles described above can be extended to the case
of evaluating reflections from multiple objects. With reflections from L objects, and after dividing the baseband symbols
elementwise
by the reference symbols, we get H [k] =
L
− j 2π( f c +k f )τl
to the FMCW beat signal with
l=1 αl e
 L, similar
2
multiple reflectors: l=1
αl e j 2π(−βtτ +(β/2)τ ) . The range profile
can again be obtained using an FFT
L


ρ  [u] = F H [k] =
αl δ(u −  f τl )e− j 2π f c τl .

(7)

l=1

Moreover, with the beamforming capability of 5G base stations
equipped with 2-D phased array antennas, we can further
extend OFDM-based unidirectional ranging into 3-D imaging.
For example, during the beam search/selection procedures,
the base station TX sweeps its beam over different sectors
while transmitting a reference signal (e.g., SSB or CSIRS) [35]. The reflections from the beam search would allow us
to image surrounding objects at different depths in each direction. Prior examples using mm-wave phased arrays for 3-D
radar (using radar waveforms) are presented in [6] and [36].
III. P RACTICAL C HALLENGES & S OLUTIONS
Simultaneously achieving radar-like ranging and
high-throughput communication brings with it several
implementation challenges. Unlike FMCW radar, where the
chirp demodulation is done by mixing with the reference
signal in the analog domain, the frequency-domain division
in OFDM-based ranging requires digitizing the OFDM packet
first. This requirement leads to three key challenges.
1) Accuracy Under Phase Corruptions: The digitized
OFDM packet not only contains the channel parameters (i.e., αl and τl ) but also includes RX processing
parameters [37]. These include the frequency/phase offsets caused by the mixing local oscillators (LOs) and
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) sampling clocks in the
RF signal downconversion and digitization. Moreover,
in addition to the propagation delay, the digitized OFDM
packet also experiences a random packet detection delay,
which is typically orders of magnitude larger than the

ToF [38], [39], and can drown out the wanted ToF
information. Therefore, to accurately estimate the ToF,
we have to deembed the packet detection delay and other
processing parameters from the channel parameters.
2) Packet Detection on Reflection Channel: OFDM packet
detection algorithms leverage the autocorrelation characteristics of the repetitive preambles in the OFDM
packets. However, these algorithms suffer in a 3-D
imaging scenario, where the shortest line-of-sight (LoS)
channel with high signal power is not available. Instead,
the received OFDM packet consists of signals from
multiple reflection paths with low SNR; as a result,
the autocorrelation result has a lower primary peak but
more secondary peaks. Therefore, a system that relies
on packet detection on the reflection path would have a
limited range.
3) Resolution Limited by Signal Bandwidth: The resolution
of OFDM-based ranging is determined by the size of
each FFT bin when we apply FFT across frequency
f min = 1/K . Note that the ranging resolution, derived
below, depends only on the OFDM signal bandwidth
Resolution =

C f min
C
C
Cτmin
=
=
=
.
2
2 f
2K  f
2B

(8)

Typical mm-wave 5G channels are limited to
∼100 MHz. This BW corresponds to ∼1.5-m range
resolution, about 10x worse than commercial FMCW
radars [40], [41].
In the rest of this section, we present how we overcome
these three challenges to achieve cm-level range resolution.
A. Practical System Model for OFDM-Based Ranging
To better understand the causes and effects of the practical
challenges, we expand the theoretical model of OFDM-based
ranging presented in Section II to incorporate the processing
parameters in a practical system [37]. We also annotate the
resulting unwanted phase shifts in the OFDM signal as it
passes through the signal chain in Fig. 4.
The first processing parameter is the LO phase offset, φ TX ,
TX
and gets added to the TX passband packet s  (t) = s(t)e j φ at
the upconversion mixer. Similarly, when we downconvert the
reflected packets received by the auxiliary RX to baseband,
an RX LO phase offset, φ RX , is introduced to the baseband
signal. In addition, the carrier frequency offset (CFO), δ f c ,
between the base station TX and the auxiliary RX further
corrupts the received signal
BB
x RX
(t) = e j φLO e j 2π δ f c t

L


αl e−2π fc τl m(t − τl )

(9)

l=1

where φLO = φTX + φRX represents the total LO phase offset.
Next, asynchronous baseband ADCs in the TX
base station and auxiliary RX result in a sampling
BB
(t):
frequency offset (SFO) to the sampled x RX
nδTs , where Ts is the sampling interval and n is the sample
index. Furthermore, when we detect the OFDM packet and
estimate the symbol timing, we end up with a packet detection
delay, as annotated in Fig. 4. As a results, the digitized and
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out in the differential measurement, and the remaining phase
difference provides an unbiased estimate of the desired ToF.
To this end, we design the loopback channel to be identical,
well-matched, and time- and phase-synchronized to the RX
channel. Moreover, we synchronously sample signals from
the loopback and auxiliary RX channels and then align the
FFT window for the two channels. The resulting demodulated
OFDM symbols in the loopback channel can be written as
Y [k]Loop = Ak e j ψk e j φLO e− j 2π k f τd e− j 2π f k τLoop .

(11)

When we divide reflection channel symbols by the loopback
channel symbols on every subcarrier, we get
Fig. 4.
Canceling unwanted phase shift through the signal chain using
loopback channel at the RF frequency.
BB
x RX
[n

detected OFDM packet becomes: y[n] =
− τd + nδTs ],
and the corresponding frequency-domain symbol can be
written as
Y [k]RX =

A e j ψk
 k 

j φLO
e 


δ f c nTs j 2π k f nδTs
e j 2π
 e  

CFO
SFO
TX modulation LO phase offset
L

f c +k f )τl
e− j 2πk f τd
αl e− j 2π (
.

Packet Detection Delay l=1

(10)


Y [k]RX

=
αl e− j 2π f k (τl +τint +τint −τloop ) .
Y [k]Loop
l=1
L

H [k] =

(12)

With the processing parameters canceled out along with the
TX modulation, we obtain a clean linear phase shift along
subcarriers corresponding to the ToF difference between the
reflection and loopback channels. Finally, we compensate for
the known propagation delay in the loopback channel τloop and
calibrate for the internal propagation delays unique to the RX

to achieve accurate range estimation.
channel τint and τint

ToF

From (10), we observe that all four processing parameters
either introduce a constant phase offset to all subcarriers
(e.g., LO phase offset and CFO) or result in a linear phase shift
proportional to the subcarrier frequency (e.g., packet detection
delay and SFO). Although CFO and SFO can potentially
be eliminated by synchronizing the base stations’ TX and
auxiliary RX LO and ADC, the LO phase offsets and packet
detection delay remain in the OFDM symbols. Therefore,
if we simply divide X[k] by the TX modulated symbols
Ak e j ψk on each subcarrier as per (5), the unknown parameters
φb,k and τbd still prevent the determination of unbiased
estimators of τl . In the following, for simplicity, we assume
frequency and sampling synchronization between the TX base
station and auxiliary RX to focus on resolving the LO phase
offsets and packet detection. However, since CFO and SFO
influence the OFDM symbols, in the same way, they can be
eliminated using the same approach.
B. Removing Packet Detection Delay Using Loopback
Compared to the constant phase offset on all subcarriers,
the linear phase shift caused by the packet detection is more
problematic to ToF estimation from a single OFDM packet.
In order to remove this unknown delay, we introduce a loopback channel in our auxiliary RX. As shown in Fig. 4, we split
the TX OFDM signal into two copies: the first is applied to
the over-the-air channel and the second to a loopback channel
through a fixed-length cable. Instead of measuring the absolute
phase shifts in the over-the-air channel that incorporates all
channel and processing parameters, we measure the phase
difference between the auxiliary RX and loopback channels.
We synchronize the two channels to equalize the processing
parameters φLoop = φRX and τd , as well as the CFO and
SFO. Consequently, the common processing parameters cancel

C. Performing Packet Detection on Loopback Channel
We overcome the challenge of packet detection on the
reflected waveform by instead performing packet detection
on only the loopback signal. Since the loopback channel is
a wired channel with very high SNR and no multipath effect,
we can easily find the precise moment when the OFDM packet
starts. More importantly, by doing so, there is no packet
detection on the reflected channel, which allows us to image
much larger distances since the poor SNR of weak reflected
signals no longer limits the packet detection process.
Based on the packet detection results, we find the samples
that correspond to the start and end of individual symbols and
cyclic prefix (CP) for the loopback signal. We line up the FFT
window for the auxiliary RX signal samples and the loopback
signal samples after a CP-long set of samples from the start of
the symbol as in standard OFDM demodulation. Although the
packet in the RX channel arrives later than that in the loopback
channel, as long as the extra delay is shorter than the CP, there
will not be intersymbol interference in the FFT windows. That
being said, it is desired for the loopback channel delay to be
similar to the smallest RX channel ToF of interest.
D. Improving Range Resolution Through Subband Stitching
As discussed above, by leveraging a loopback channel,
we are able to accurately estimate the ToF in the reflection
channel. However, as shown in (8), the range resolution is still
limited by the bandwidth of the OFDM packet, which, for a
given transmission, cannot exceed the 5G subband1 bandwidth
(e.g., 100 MHz). In order to improve the range resolution to
centimeters, we try to stitch the subband channel frequency
1 We use the term “subband” to refer to the 5G frequency channel to avoid
confusion between the frequency channel and the reflection channel in our
system model.
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Fig. 5. Subband stitching by removing random time delays and phase offsets
that vary from packet to packet. (a) RX. (b) Demodulation with only reflected
channel. (c) Loopback. (d) Subband stitching.
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Algorithm 1 3-D Imaging With Bandwidth Stitching
for all TX BS beam direction θ do
Auxiliary RX PAAM steers to θ
for b ← 1 to B do
b
b
[n], yLoop
[n]
Input: Synchronously sampled yRX
b
Packet detection on yLoop [n]
b
b
[k] ← F {yLoop
[n]}
 FFT window aligned
YLoop
b
b
 FFT window aligned
YRX [k] ← F {yRX [n]}
Loop
H b [k] ← Subcarrier-wise division (YbRX [k], Yb [k])
b
H ← Concatenate H for all b  Bandwidth Stitching
 FFT ranging
ρθ ← F {H [k]}
Output: 3D spherical heatmap ← Aggregate ρθ for all θ

responses (H ) to synthesize a wideband channel response that
covers the generous overall 5G bandwidth available at 28 GHz,
as shown in Fig. 5. Assuming that the reflectors remain static
when packets in different subbands are sent, the reflection
channel will be coherent for different packets.2 We follow
the bandwidth stitching guidelines developed for multiband
radar [42] where the incoherence between subbands caused by
the processing parameters is estimated and compensated for to
make subband data mutually coherent. Then, standard ranging
algorithms can be applied to the concatenated wideband data to
obtain a superresolved range profile. Applying this guideline to
our system requires all random linear phase shifts and constant
phase offsets, as shown in Fig. 5(b), to be eliminated. This is
because the random processing parameters vary from packet
to packet and make the measured channel phase responses in
multiple subbands incoherent.
However, in contrast to multiband radar where subband
incoherence is processed in the digital domain, we leverage
the analog loopback channel to equalize the delay and phase
incoherence, as discussed in Section III-B. As can be seen
from Fig. 5(a) and (c), our loopback signal shares the same
processing parameters on all subbands with the RX reflected
signal so that they can cancel out in the elementwise division. The resulting wideband channel frequency response only
represents the ToF in the reflection channel and is coherent
for all subbands. Note that the loopback channel response
also needs to remain the same for all subbands. Besides, due
to the orthogonality between 5G OFDMA subbands, there is
no frequency incoherence between subbands allowing us to
simply concatenate subband channel frequency responses in
the frequency domain, as shown in Fig. 5(d). Finally, we apply
FFT on the synthesized wideband channel frequency response
as if from a single GHz-wide OFDM packet. A pseudocode
for the super-resolution 3-D imaging algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 1.
Note that stitching noncontiguous subbands is also possible,
but the resulting spectral gaps lead to grating lobes in the
output range profiles. These spectral gaps can be potentially
filled through interpolation as in multiband radar [42].
2 Channel estimation in a subband can be as short as a 5G NR slot
(e.g., 1 ms), which is 10 ms for ten subbands, which is much faster than
the typical speeds of everyday moving objects. Displacement of an object
within a capture is nonideal since it will lead to motion blurring in the radar
image.

Fig. 6. Canceling unwanted phase shifts through the signal chain using
loopback channel at the IF frequency.

E. Loopback Channel Design Options
In Sections III-B–III-D, we assumed that the loopback
channel is implemented at RF, and we showed that all phase
corruptions from the processing parameters can be eliminated
through the frequency-domain division by the loopback signal.
Such loopback channel design would require an additional
mm-wave front end and downconversion circuit, potentially
raising the cost of the auxiliary RX. To address this concern,
we can utilize an alternative loopback channel design at IF,
which avoids the use of an additional mm-wave front end.
As shown in Fig. 6, we split the TX OFDM signal at the
IF frequency and feed it to the loopback RX starting with the
IF downconversion. Compared to the RF loopback channel,
the IF loopback channel does not contain all the processing
parameters in the RX channel. In particular, the loopback
channel does not reflect the internal propagation delay in the
mm-wave front end and the RF up/downconversion phase
offsets that are unique to the RX channel. Therefore, these
processing parameters have to be removed separately.
Since the internal propagation delay is fixed, it only needs
to be calibrated once. On the other hand, the RF LO phase
RF
RF
RF
= φTX
+ φRX
, is random and can lead to phase
offset, φLO
discontinuities at the channel boundaries, as we discussed in
Section III-D. To overcome this challenge, we create a 180◦
phase difference between the RF up and downconversion LOs
so that the opposite phase offsets cancel in the RX channel
itself and do not appear in the RX OFDM subcarriers.
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IV. OFDM-BASED R ANGING P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS

TABLE I

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed
OFDM-based ranging algorithm. First, we demonstrate that as
an overlay system, our algorithm introduces no overhead to the
underlying 5G communication. Then, we compare the ranging
performance using OFDM to that obtained using FMCW
waveforms based on standard radar metrics.

C OMPARISON OF OFDM-BASED R ANGING W ITH FMCW R ADAR

A. Compatibility With 5G Protocols
Our proposed 3-D ranging algorithm operates as an overlay
to the underlying 5G communication functionalities. It does
not require any modification to the TX data/constellation
used to modulate the OFDM subcarriers, so it is able to
reuse any OFDM-based communication packets sent by the
TX base station including channel state information reference
signals (CSI-RSs), and nonchannel estimation signals, such as
synchronization signal and broadcast (SSB) blocks,3 as well
as data payload signals. This property is achieved because
the subcarrier modulation is completely removed during the
RX range processing. In fact, our overlay ranging approach is
also TX data agnostic and preserves the privacy of user data
since it does not decode or decrypt the TX data. Moreover, our
algorithm also makes no assumptions regarding the SNR of the
reflected RX waveforms since the packet detection performed
on the loopback signal does not impose SNR requirements
on the reflected signals. In order to obtain 3-D images of
the environment, we can leverage the beam search/selection
and user tracking procedures in 5G protocol, where the base
station TX sweeps its beam over different directions while
transmitting a reference signal (e.g., CSI-RS or SSB) [35].
However, relying only on reusing the 5G-NR communication protocols may restrict the field of view and resolution
of the captured 3-D radar heatmap. This is because the
highest sensing capability with the widest field of view and
highest resolutions requires at least one downlink packet being
transmitted to every direction and on every subband. When
some subband packets are not available along with certain
directions, the resulting range profile will have lower resolution and/or invisible angles. To obtain the highest possible
sensing performance without affecting the communication
traffic, our system can be combined with time-division-based
joint sensing communication: during the downtime of OFDM
communication traffic and when the resources are idle, we can
opportunistically transmit short preamble-only sequences on
all subbands and directions.
Finally, note that while we focus our attention on 5G
communications in this article, our algorithm works for any
multicarrier-based communications scheme and is not limited
to 5G communications.
B. Subcarrier Modulation Scheme
For a constant average transmitted power level, our algorithm also does not depend on the OFDM subcarrier modulation scheme. Whether we use packets with a high-order
3 These signals only occupy a limited number of subcarriers, which may
lead to unknown frequencies in the channel frequency response (H [k]).

modulation (e.g., 256-QAM) or a low-order modulation
(e.g., BPSK), our algorithm can achieve the same SNR in
the output radar range profile. It can be proved that the SNR
of the radar range profile shown in (6) is proportional to
the reflection channel attenuation αl and the average SNR
of the OFDM frequency symbols. Although, for high-order
QAM modulations, different constellation points have different SNRs (outer constellation points have higher transmit
power and, hence, higher SNR than the inner constellation
points), the average symbol SNRs are the same for different
modulation schemes. Therefore, for a given average transmit
power, our algorithm is modulation scheme agnostic and is
able to perform well with the high-order modulations with high
data throughput, as defined in the 5G protocol. In practice,
due to varying back-off requirements for different modulation
schemes, the peak average power of higher order modulation
schemes is typically lower than that of lower order schemes,
resulting in a reduced communication range. This characteristic would then directly translate to a reduced imaging range
as well.
C. OFDM-Based Radar Metrics
We next compare the ranging and imaging performance
of OFDM-based ranging with that of FMCW radar by considering performance against common radar metrics, such as
range resolution, maximum unambiguous range, maximal and
minimal measuring range, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the
resulting radar range profile. We summary the comparison
results in Table I.
As we have shown in (8), the range resolutions of
OFDM-based ranging and FMCW radar are both inversely
proportional to the signal bandwidth: (C/2B). Although the
bandwidth of individual OFDM packets is limited by the
subband bandwidth, our algorithm enables subband stitching
to leverage the GHz-wide bandwidth of 5G mm-wave communication systems and, thus, achieves cm-level range resolution
comparable to dedicated FMCW radars.
The maximum unambiguous range for OFDM-based ranging equals to the length of an OFDM symbol = (1/ f )
because the maximal phase shift in two adjacent bins
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Block diagram of the experimental hardware and software systems.

2πτmax  f cannot exceed 2π. This limit is again similar to the
maximum unambiguous range for FMCW radar, which equals
the length of the FMCW waveform T in this case. However,
as we discussed in Section III-C, the maximal measuring range
of our algorithm is further limited by the length of the OFDM
CP. This limitation arises because (unlike the case of repetitive
FMCW waveforms) adjacent OFDM symbols are modulated
with different data and delays longer than the CP would cause
intersymbol interference. Fortunately, a common CP of 5 μs
provides us with a maximal measuring range of 750 m, which
is much larger than the 5G cell radius.
The SNR of the range profile obtained by OFDM-based
ranging and that of FMCW radar are determined by the SNR of
the frequency symbols and time-domain samples, respectively.
FMCW radars have unit amplitude for all samples. If we
assume that the OFDM symbols are also modulated with unit
amplitude (e.g., PSK modulation) and are generated with the
same transmit power and hardware noise figure, the SNR of
FMCW time-domain samples and that of OFDM frequency
symbols will be the same. Therefore, these approaches can
achieve the same SNR in the radar range profile.
Our system focuses on fast-time processing (estimating
the range of objects within a capture); however, slow-time
processing can also be performed across symbols in a single
OFDM packet, as described in [2].
V. S YSTEM D ESIGN —H ARDWARE AND S OFTWARE
This section describes the implemented prototype system
for 3-D imaging using 28-GHz OFDM communication signals.
Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of our experimental setup comprising a prototype base station TX, an auxiliary imaging RX,
and a signal processing pipeline implemented using Python in
a PC. Although our prototype base station is capable of TRX
operation, only the downlink (TX) mode is used since this is
the only function relevant to our imaging experiments.
A. Prototype Base Station TX
As shown in Fig. 7, the prototype base station hardware
features an SDPAR similar to that described in [43]. The

28-GHz SDPAR features a Si-based 64-element dual-polarized
TRX phased array antenna module (PAAM) comprising four
32-element phased-array ICs [44], [45] integrated in an organic
antenna-in-package module [46]. The PAAM achieves performance similar to that of state-of-the-art mm-wave 5G base
stations [47] and features 54-dBm saturated EIRP, ±60◦ scan
range in azimuth and elevation, 1◦ beamsteering resolution,
12◦ half-power-beamwidth, <10-ns beam switching time, and
up to 20-dB sidelobe suppression. As a result, the SDPAR used
in this work is representative of the hardware capabilities and
performance expectations from current mm-wave 5G-NR base
stations.
Compared to the USRP B200mini-based SDPAR used
in [43] where the channel bandwidth was limited to <10 MHz,
the SDPAR in this work extends the baseband signal bandwidth to 100 MHz per channel (a typical bandwidth used
for current 5G NR applications) using an Ettus USRP
X310 baseband with UBX-160 daughter boards to implement
the ADC/DAC and baseband ↔ IF frequency conversion
functions. Channel switching is enabled by varying the LO
frequency external to the PAAM.
TX packet generation follows a standard OFDM packet
generation process with randomly generated data. Each OFDM
packet comprises 8192 subcarriers (including 391 guard band
subcarriers) with 12.2-kHz subcarrier spacing, similar to that
in 5G NR. The waveform data are transmitted to the SDPAR
USRP X310 over 10-Gb/s Ethernet where it is converted
to analog and upconverted to 3 GHz to interface with the
SDPAR PAAM. The USRP is controlled using the GNU Radio
API [48]. The upconverted 3-GHz signal is split to create a
loopback signal that is fed back to the auxiliary RX.
The PAAM used in the SDPAR features calibration-free
beamforming, beamsteering, and beam tapering by leveraging
loss-invariant phase shifters [49] and phase-invariant variable
gain amplifiers (VGAs) [50] implemented on-chip. Fast beam
control is enabled through index switching through rows
of 128-row SRAM tables (one per phased array frontend).
All beam controls are enabled from the same Python-based
SDPAR API that is used for data transmission and reception.
In our experiments, phased array tapering of 20 dB is used
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to reduce spatial interference during communications and
simultaneously serves to reduce radar sidelobe ambiguity. The
beam configuration data in the TX are passed to the auxiliary
RX to inform the image creation.
B. Prototype Auxiliary RX
The prototype auxiliary RX hardware features the same
SDPAR as the prototype base station. As shown in Fig. 7,
the RX X310 USRP uses two inputs (the USRP features
two RX channels): one from the RX SDPAR PAAM and the
other as loopback from the prototype TX. As discussed in
Section III, the loopback calibrates delays (and delay spreads)
in USRP RX, ADC sampling, and OFDM packet detection.
For our IF loopback implementation, a one-time calibration
of static cable delay mismatch between the TX and RX
SDPAR connections is performed.4 The LOs of the TX and
RX SDPARs are frequency synchronized using an external
PLL, while their phase differs by 180◦ , achieved through the
use of matched cables and a directional coupler. The auxiliary
RX PAAM beam is set to mimic the beam configuration of the
TX beam to provide additional spatial filtering and improve
the spatial resolution of the image. Note that, in all radar
systems, enough isolation between the TX and RX PAAM
is needed. Higher power leakage than our prototype can be
expected if the TX and RX PAAMs are packaged together.
However, instead of mitigating crosstalk entirely in analog,
we can adopt a hybrid scheme and utilize self-interference
cancellation technologies [51] to subtract the leakage by our
loopback signal in digital. In our experimental setup, we use
an external 10-MHz clock as the common reference clock to
the TX and RX PLLs and ADCs inside the USRPs. However,
as we discussed in Section III-A, it is not required since the
common CFO and SFO in the RX and loopback channels will
cancel out in the elementwise division. Inside the auxiliary
RX, the signal path and loopback path are phase synchronized
as required (see Section II) using the GNU Radio API.
The digitized, 100-MHz-wide signal and loopback paths are
received by the computer over a 10-Gb/s Ethernet connection.
The OFDM ranging pipeline comprises cross correlation-based
packet detection on the loopback channel, followed by CP
removal, extraction of time-domain symbols, and FFT on
the extracted symbols. Next, we perform the elementwise
division of the frequency-domain RX symbols by the loopback
symbols. The output wireless channel frequency responses
are temporarily stored in memory until packets from the
different 5G channels are processed. We then concatenate the
subcarriers across channels in the frequency domain and use
an FFT to extract the range profile. In our prototype system,
we stitch 11 frequency channels of 96-MHz bandwidth each
(after removing 4 MHz of guard band) to obtain a ∼15-cm
ranging resolution. Finally, we calibrate for the propagation
delay in the loopback channel and align the range profile to
the corresponding azimuth and elevation angle to get a 3-D
range map in the spherical coordinate.
4 Note that, while, in our system, we adopt an IF loopback channel to avoid
an additional 28-GHz RF receive chain for the loopback channel, the loopback
channel can also be implemented at RF using a physical connection or overthe-air leakage.

Fig. 8. Simulation of our signal in comparison with baselines without band
stitching and loopback channel reference signals.

Note that, since our system does not modify the TX waveform or TX hardware in any way, there is no power penalty on
the communications TX. The auxiliary RX, on the other hand,
represents additional hardware and consumes power. However,
the RX path computation required for 3-D imaging is expected
to be significantly lower compared to the demodulation signal
processing in a communications RX.
VI. S IMULATION AND E XPERIMENTS
A. Subsystem Simulation
First, we verify our bandwidth stitching and FFT-based
ranging subsystems in simulation. Assuming a point reflector
at 9 m, we simulate the reflected OFDM packets with random
data modulation on eleven 100-MHz subbands along with
the corresponding loopback signals. We also simulate the
processing parameters in the RX and loopback packets to
faithfully emulate the end-to-end system. We compare ranging
accuracy and resolution of our method with three baselines:
1) single subband without loopback signal; 2) single subband
with loopback signal; and 3) stitching all subbands without
loopback signal. When the loopback signal is not available,
we divide the RX subcarriers by the known modulated symbol
as in [26] to remove the TX modulation. Fig. 8 demonstrates
the range profiles obtained by the different methods. Range
profiles estimated by baselines 1) and 2) have primary peaks
beyond 9 m because the random packet detection is included
in the estimated delay time. On the contrary, our method and
baseline 2) are able to accurately predict a peak reflection
power at 9 m by eliminating the packet detection delay using
the loopback signal. Moreover, although 3) has access to
the GHz-wide channel frequency response, its output range
profile has many spurious peaks instead of a single primary
peak. These spurious peaks are caused by the incoherent
combination of multiple frequency subbands and are resolved
in our method through coherent processing using the loopback
signal. Therefore, the range profile generated by our method
is not only accurate but also has a much higher resolution
compared to baseline 2).
B. Microbenchmark Measurements of Wired Channels
Here, we benchmark our subband coherence processing
subsystem and evaluate the improved range resolution using
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Fig. 11.

Photograph of the experimental setup.
TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF D EPTH OF O BJECTS

Fig. 9. Benchmarks of wire-channel ToF measurements: linear phase shift
along subcarriers that is proportional to the ToF and remains coherent in
multiple frequency subbands.

TABLE III
S UMMARY OF I MPLEMENTED S YSTEM C HARACTERISTICS

Fig. 10. Benchmarks of wire-channel ToF measurements: super-resolution
and low-resolution ToF estimations obtained using FFT ranging on stitched
1-GHz and 100-MHz bandwidths.

bandwidth stitching. We replace the over-the-air RX channel
with a wired channel with six coax cables with different
lengths. In this experiment, we stitch 40 25-MHz subbands to
synthesize a GHz-wide bandwidth and measure the channel
phase response and ToF in the coax cables. From the channel
phase response shown in Fig. 9, we can see the resulting
linearly varying phase along with subcarriers, whose linearity
in phase is proportional to the ToF and remains coherent across
all subbands. This benchmark result demonstrates that our
loopback signal can effectively cancel out the unwanted data
modulations and RX processing parameters so that we can
accurate estimate the propagation ToF and coherently process
all subbands data. Fig. 10 shows the ToF estimation obtained
by applying FFT on the mutually coherent GHz-wide channel
frequency responses. We can see that ∼1-ns ToF differences
are distinguishable, which corresponds to ∼21-cm coax cable
length difference and ∼15-cm ranging resolution in an overthe-air reflection channel.
C. Wireless 3-D Imaging Experiments
Finally, we demonstrate the full-fledged imaging performance of our system using the prototype system shown
in Fig. 11 to image seven indoor office locations. For each
location, we steered the beam to 1426 directions within ±30◦
in azimuth and elevation using 96-MHz OFDM data packets.

We repeated this beam sweep for 11 frequency channels to
cover an overall bandwidth of 1056 MHz.
We demonstrate the 3-D images recreated by our system
in Fig. 12 and compare them against the ground-truth RGB
camera images and 3-D point clouds captured by an Intel
D435 depth camera, as shown in Fig. 11. Note that the range
of the D435 depth camera is limited to 3 m. For each scene,
we show the 3-D radar heatmap captured by our system as a
3-D point cloud and a 2-D bird’s eye view radar heatmap. The
3-D point clouds are generated by extracting the voxels whose
reflected signal power surpasses a threshold, and its color code
represents the reflected signal power. Similar to standard imaging radar heatmaps, the finite beamwidth of the phased-array
front end acts as a sinc-function-shaped spread function on the
reflectors along the angular axis. Thus, the resulting heatmap
of the object is smeared around the highest power center at
the same range. In addition, it is worth pointing out that the
size of the objects in the 3-D radar images also depends on
the radar cross section of the object with respect to the radios.
Taking these intrinsic features of an imaging radar heatmap
into consideration, the output of the 3-D images by our system
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Fig. 12. Measured OFDM communications-based imaging showing (a) ground-truth RGB camera images, (b) ground-truth 3-D depth sensor point cloud
(3-D depth sensor point cloud limited to 3.8 m), (c) reconstructed 3-D radar point clouds in column (output radar heatmap 3-D point cloud), and (d) 2-D
bird’s eye view of the 3-D output radar heatmap. We image several indoor settings: i: a conference room with a chair and monitor; ii: the same as i with the
monitor moved back; iii: the same as ii with the monitor further back and chair removed; iv: office corridor with equispaced metal pillars; v: collaboration
space with couches; and vi: the same as v with a whiteboard.

closely matches the scene. Moreover, we extract the depths for
nine major objects in the seven scenes within the 3.5-m field
of view of the depth sensor and evaluate the accuracy of the
depth of the objects in Table II. The resulting median and mean
depth errors are 5 and 8.7 cm, suggesting excellent agreement
with the ground truth. These results demonstrate that our
system is able to leverage the directional beamforming of a 5G
phased array and use band stitching to achieve high-resolution
3-D imaging. The implemented system characteristics are
summarized in Table III.

VII. C ONCLUSION
This article presented signal processing techniques and an
associated system that can create a 3-D image of the physical
environment surrounding an mm-wave directional communications device using reflected OFDM communication waveforms. The proposed signal processing pipeline is inspired by
techniques used in FMCW radar and leverages mathematical
similarities in the received signals between OFDM and FMCW
when the OFDM signal is transformed into the frequency
domain. The system solves practical technical challenges, such
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as phase corruptions and packet detection delay uncertainties
specific to OFDM systems, and stitches different subbands to
create a high-resolution image. The system does not require
any modification to the OFDM communication waveform,
and its potential application to a 5G base station would only
require the addition of auxiliary RX hardware components.
This work is an example of the vast adjacent space application opportunities for directional mm-wave communication
systems and the efficient exploration of such opportunities
enabled by SDPARs.
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